Virtual Zoom Lesson Fee:
$15 for one per hour lesson
$12 each - 2 to 5 per hour lesson
$10 each - 6 – 10 people per hour lesson
$8 each - 11 – 20 per hour lesson

All lessons are scheduled on an individual basis based on the student(s) and Craft Shop instructor schedule.

Email craftshop@siu.edu or call 618.453.3636 for availability.

Portrait Painting with Acrylic / 2 hour Lesson
This class will focus on how to plan and paint a self-portrait from the computer screen. We will learn how to break down the proportions of the face. We will work to capture the mood and emotion and incorporate a background that helps to tell a story.

- Shop for supplies or pick up at Craft Shop. Kit $25

Hand building with Clay / 1-hour Lesson
Learn how to hand-build with clay from the comfort of your own home. These classes will focus on the basic building blocks of ceramics - coil, pinch, and slab. Each one hour lesson can cover one topic. All ages. Topics: mug, bowl, small tray, vase, planter, small plate, a sculpture of your choice.

- Supplies from Craft Shop: $6 per 5 lbs. of clay, $12 per 10 lbs. including glaze and firing costs, bring items to Craft Shop for bisque firings and let us know colors of glaze.

Small Studies in Watercolor / 1-hour lesson
Find an object or objects that are special to you, sketch and bring them to life with watercolors. Combine multiple objects to make a collage. Items can include leaves, matchbooks, and jewelry, hot wheels, stuff animals, you decide. All ages.

- Shop for supplies or pick up at Craft Shop Kit $20.

Clay Animal Sculptures / 1 hour Lesson
Learn to make and paint animals with air-dry clay. The lesson will focus on how to make a wire skeleton and model the animal of your choice. Clay needs to dry overnight and paint when you're ready. All ages.

- Shop for supplies or pick up at Craft Shop. Kit: $7 clay only, with paint and brushes $20 each.

Paint Party / 1 – 2 hours
Have a relaxing night of painting by yourself or with your friends virtually. Find a painting you would like to paint or let us know a theme. We will show you how to layout your painting step by step. Time-based on painting difficulty. All ages.

- Shop for supplies or pick up at Craft Shop Kit: $20

Loved an in-person workshop offered this semester but you would rather do it on Zoom? Let us know and we may be able to adapt it for a virtual Zoom lesson for you or all your friends. Visit studentcenter.siu.edu for a complete in-person workshop list.

Refund requests must be submitted one week before the start of the workshop, after that no refunds will be granted. To request a refund call 618-453-3636 or by email craftshop@siu.edu.